
Boneyard Brick

Colour offerings Offering 15 standard glaze colours. Custom colors are also available.

BB: noir

BB: Cold snap

BB: Pinot

BB: Blue

BB: flurry

BB: slick

BB: Au Jus

BB: Drift

BB: rainy Day

BB: Carmel

BB: Parsnip

BB: sour Apple

BB: Celery

BB: Pepper

BB: Tweed

The Look of Brick wit h a Modern Twist.
Architects and designers can now deliver the look and feel of old-style brick with the 
beautiful colours and textures of ceramic tile. Perfect for both interior and exterior 
applications, Trikeenan’s Boneyard Brick series offers a combination of surfaced 
TBX grade thin brick with the versatility and beauty of ceramic glaze. Depending 
on the application, location and quantity, Boneyard Brick may qualify for LEED 
credits for emissions, local sourcing and/or design innovation.



size offerings

sPeCifiCATions

Modular
2-1/4" x 7-5/8"

norman edge Cap*
2-1/4" x 11-5/8"

Note: Edge Caps & Returns are 3-5/8"

utility Corner*
3-5/8" x 11-5/8"

Modular edge Cap*
2-1/4" x 7-5/8"

Modular Corner*
2-1/4" x 7-5/8"

utility
3-5/8" x 11-5/8"

utility edge Cap*
3-5/8" x 11-5/8"

norman
2-1/4" x 11-5/8"

norman Corner*
2-1/4" x 11-5/8"

general Description
Trikeenan BONEYARD GLAZED THIN BRICK are double fired (to over 2100F*) ceramic glazed brick.  
Available in a variety of sizes, colors, and textures Boneyard Brick are designed for both residential 
and architectural uses, and may be installed using most industry accepted systems including with 
pre-cast panels. *(Custom brick may be produced at other temperatures and with other processes.)

standard specifications
BONEYARD CERAmIC GLAZED THIN BRICK, as supplied by Trikeenan Tileworks, Hornell, NY, shall be 
selected by the Architect/Designer/Owner from manufacturer’s standard sizes, shapes and glazes; 
and shall meet the requirements of ANSI 137.1 as Special Purpose Tile; ASTm C1088-12, Grade Exterior, 
Type TBX, for physical Properties; and ASTm 1405-12 Class Exterior for Properties of Finish. most units 
will meet PCI specifications, but need to be requested as such if required. Boneyard Brick shall be 
ordered in the standard packaging counts provided by manufacturer, such as by carton or by square 
foot, please contact your local dealer for ordering, samples and price information.

Applications
Boneyard Brick is ideal for residential and commercial vertical surfaces and can be installed on both 
interior and exterior applications where thin brick or tile is traditionally used including cast in concrete, 
field applied systems, tilt-up panels, insulated concrete formed walls, prefabricated insulated 
panels, direct applied systems, precast concrete, prefabricated light gauge metal framing, modular 
component construction, among others.

Available in 5/8" thickness. Drawings are for illustrative purposes only.

Trikeenan Tileworks, inc.
40 Shawmut Park Drive   |   hornell, nY 14843   |   607-281-1120

a suBsidiary of elgin Butler and a Mcintyre tile affiliate 


